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A Multilevel Domain Decomposition Algorithm for
Fast O(N 2 log N ) Reprojection of Tomographic
Images
Amir Boag, Senior Member, IEEE, Yoram Bresler, Fellow, IEEE, and Eric Michielssen, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A novel algorithm for fast computation of tomographic image projections is presented. The method comprises a
decomposition of an image into subimages followed by an aggregation of projections computed for the subimages. The multilevel
domain decomposition algorithm is formulated as a recursive
procedure. The computational cost of the proposed algorithm is
comparable to that of FFT-based techniques while it appears to
be more flexible than the latter. Numerical results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the method.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE reconstruction problem in two-dimensional (2-D)
axial computed tomography (CT) is to recover an image
from a set of its line-integral projections at different angles [1],
[2]. The reverse operation, of computing a set of projections
of a given 2-D image, is called reprojection, or computation of
(angular samples of) the Radon transform. Reprojection is of
interest in several applications. In X-ray CT, it is used [3] in
iterative beam-hardening correction algorithms [4], in streak
suppression algorithms [5], in algorithms for the removal of
artifacts caused by the presence of metallic implants in the
subject [6] or other high density objects [7], and in correcting
for missing data [8], and partial volume effects [9]. In PET and
SPECT imaging, reprojection has been used to compensate
for attenuation [10]. Reprojection is also used in detection
and compensation of various acquisition errors [11], [12]
including those caused by patient motion [13], [14], and in
accounting for Poisson noise statistics [15]. Reprojection is
also a key component in iterative tomographic reconstruction
algorithms, which offer various advantages over direct reconstruction methods in imaging modalities such as PET, SPECT,
nondestructive testing, and more generally, in all situations
of limited data (cf., [16], [17] and the references therein) and
nonparallel-beam geometries [18]. Finally, reprojection is an
important component in the efficient implementation of a wide
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variety of image processing algorithms [19], [20], including
that for computing the well known Hough transform.
Direct algorithms for reprojection [12], [18], [21], [22] remain, in spite of various recent improvements, computationally
operations for generating
very expensive, requiring
projections of an
-pixel image. Likewise, the so-called
“fast reprojection algorithms,” including those based on backprojection and implemented on fast hardware backprojectors
[23], and those implemented on other parallel architectures [19],
operations. Their cost therefore scales
[20], still require
, and they also offer little advantage in implementations on
as
algorithms,
general-purpose computers. These various
whether in software or hardware, are very expensive for typical state-of-the-art image sizes. For example, using one of these
-pixel
methods to compute the reprojection of a
times the computation needed for a
image requires
-pixel image.
There are, however, two families of reprojection algorithms
cost. The first of these is the family of FFTwith
based algorithms, cf. [3], [24], and the references therein. These
algorithms are based on the well-known Fourier Slice-Projection Theorem [1], [2] (see Property 3 in the next section). The
primary problem with this approach is the required step of interpolation between the rectangular grid in Fourier space on which
the transform of the image is computed using the FFT, and the
polar grid on which the Fourier transform of the projections
must be evaluated. The modern versions of these algorithms [24]
overcome many of the associated difficulties, and offer good accuracy at a considerable speedup.
reprojection algorithms
The second family of
[25]–[30] is based on a common principle. It uses a hierarchical decomposition of the line integral in a given direction
into shorter line integral in the same direction called “segments”
or “links.” Adjacent segments are added up to create a segment of double length. Furthermore, line integrals at adjacent
directions have some segments in common, or the segments
of one such line integral can be accurately interpolated from
those of the other. This reuse of segments in successive doubling steps accounts for the computational efficiency of these
algorithms. Starting with segments corresponding to line insuch doubling steps,
tegrals through two pixels, after
the complete line integrals are available. The earlier versions
of these methods [25]–[28] used nearest-neighbor interpolation
and computed the discrete Radon transform (partial sums of
pixels whose center lies within a strip of predetermined width).
However, versions that are more recent introduced linear [29] or
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higher order [30] interpolation, providing better approximation
to the continuous Radon transform. Some implementations of
these methods have been demonstrated to provide considerable
speedup over direct reprojection, with good accuracy. Related
methods were proposed for the dual problem of backprojection,
with nearest-neighbor interpolation in [31], linear interpolation
in [32], [33], and linear or higher-order interpolation in [34].
algorithm
In this paper, we present a different
based on multilevel domain decomposition and resembling our
previous work in computational electromagnetics [35]. The
method comprises a decomposition of an image into subimages
followed by an aggregation of projections computed for the
subimages. The multilevel computational sequence essentially
reduces to the aggregation of projections of larger and larger
images, starting with single pixel projections and ending with
those of the whole image. The multilevel (M-L) algorithm attains
computational complexity comparable to that of FFT-based
techniques. The algorithm is formulated for a general image-discretization scheme using a series representation, of which the
square pixel basis is a special case. Likewise, the formulation is
for general interpolation schemes. In fact, both the accuracy and
the computational burden involved are strongly dependent upon
the specific interpolation schemes employed in the projection
aggregation step. These issues are important to the efficiency of
the method and will be considered elsewhere. For the sake of
simplicity, here, we limit ourselves in the numerical experiments
to the demonstration of the method using linear interpolation,
and a cubic spline basis for the image.
The algorithm is developed in this paper to compute parallel-beam projections. Like the other fast algorithms, it can
be used to obtain fan-beam projections by rebinning the parallel-beam projections produced by it.
We note that the method is most effective for the computation of one or more sets of projections at contiguous view angles (i.e., contiguous projections in one or more sectors). Thus,
it will not be applicable to iterative reconstruction techniques
that evaluate arbitrary subsets of projections at a time. However,
it can still be applied in iterative techniques not only when all
projections are evaluated simultaneously (as in gradient-based
iterative algorithms), but also when one or more blocks of contiguous projections are evaluated at a time, or in limited view
angle problems.
The proposed algorithm is compared to direct reprojection in
computacomputer simulations, confirming the
tional requirements. The results show good accuracy, both visually and numerically, with greater than 20-fold speedup for
image. This compares favorably to speedups of
a
about 10–15 reported for the FFT [24] and the length-doubling
methods [33]. Because details of computer code and accuracy
assessment can easily contribute factors of 2-3 to the speed of
such algorithms, the merits of the new algorithm relative to
these other families of fast algorithms will require careful further study, and may depend on the application.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this and the following sections, we use the term essentially
in a well-defined sense when discussing the properties of var-

ious functions. A function is said to be essentially supported on
a region G in its domain, if for all practical purposes its values
outside G are negligible. For instance, all but a negligibly small
fraction of its energy is contained in G, or its values outside G
are bounded by some small number, and decay exponentially fast
with distance from the boundary of G. For example, a time limited function can not be exactly bandlimited (i.e., have transform
supported on an interval), but it can be essentially bandlimited
(i.e., have transform essentially supported on an interval) [36].
Consider a 2-D image
vanishing outside the square
. We assume that the image
domain
can be approximated with sufficient accuracy by expansion with
respect to a set of basis functions as

(1)
is the discretizawhere is a pixel basis function and
2-D sequence
as the
tion size. We refer to the
, or simply as the discrete image. We
discrete version of
in size
assume that, in both and , the support of is of
. (Because
and its essential bandwidth, denoted , is of
is spatially limited, it can only be essentially bandlimited.) For
example, the Fourier transform of the size square pixel has
along each of the frequency axes,
half-main-lobe width of
. Likewise, the tensor product
or approximately bandwidth
of cubic B-splines used in our numerical experiments has supand bandwidth
. Alternative choices of esport
sentially bandlimited pixel-basis-functions for tomography are
discussed in [37].
We consider a parallel-ray projection situation depicted in
Fig. 1. The Radon transform of the image

(2)
produces parallel-ray projections of the image over a continuous
. This set of projections is often
range of angles
called a sinogram. In many practical situations, the projections
(sometimes
of are measured only at a set of angles
) and
uniformly
within a limited angular sector
. The required reprojection operation
spaced radial points
for a given image corresponds to the calculation specified by for
and
.
all
Let

denote the projection of the pixel basis function. Clearly, it too
. Using the representation (1), it therehas support of size
at
fore follows that straightforward computation of
operaone view angle and one radial position requires
tions. Thus, the operation count of the straightforward computation of projections at view angles and radial positions is
, and for a typical case where
, the comof
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Fig. 1. Parallel ray projection.

putational cost is of
. This unfavorable cost scaling limits
the use of the algorithm for many applications, and is unacceptable in iterative image reconstruction (e.g., from limited data),
which requires repeated reprojection of successive approximafor which the data was coltions of the image for angles
lected. Our goal is to develop an algorithm allowing reprojection
over a given angular range at a significantly lower cost.
III. MULTILEVEL REPROJECTION
As a preamble to the formulation of the algorithm, we present
some observations regarding the properties of the Radon transas a function of its two arguments. We
form
will find these properties instrumental in the ensuing formulation of the proposed M-L algorithm.
The first two properties are straightforward to verify [1], [2]
using the definition of the Radon transform.
Property 1: The Radon transform is a linear transformation.
Property 2: Shift Property of the Radon Transform: Let
denote an image
. Then its Radon transform is a
shifted by the vector
, i.e.,
radially shifted version of

(3)
denotes a shift operator transforming projecwhere
from the
tions to a new origin displaced by the vector
original one.
The next is a classical property of the Radon transform [1],
[2].
Property 3: The Slice-Projection Theorem: Let
denote the Fourier transform of the projection
with respect to its first variable, and
the 2-D
. Then
Fourier transform of the image
, i.e., the radial Fourier transform of a

projection at view angle is equal to a central slice at angle
through the 2D Fourier transform of the image.
The fourth property follows from the so-called bowtie
property [38], which addresses the essential support of the
of the sinogram
2-D Fourier transform
with respect to its two variables. [Note that because
is
will be a line spectrum in
periodic with respect to ,
, supported on integer values of . Alternatively, a Fourier
to denote the
series with respect to can be used.] We use
integer part of .
Property 4: Angular Bandlimit of the Sinogram: If
is supported in
and
essentially vanishes
, then
essentially vanishes for
for
.
Rigorous estimates for the rate at which vanishes outside its
essential support are given in [2]. These may be used to bound
the error introduced by our use of Property 4, but such analysis
is outside the scope of this paper.
employing basis
The approximation of the image
square implies that is also
functions bandlimited to a
square with respect to its variessentially bandlimited to a
ables. Hence, by the Slice-Projection Theorem (Property 3), the
with respect to is bounded by
. Now,
bandwidth of
is nonzero only in the domain
clearly, if
, the support of is limited to
. Because is
support limited and its transform essentially bandlimited in the
radial variable, by Property 4 the bandwidth of with respect
. Next, because
to is bounded by
is periodic with respect to , it follows (by Fourier series ex,
pansion with respect to ) that for each fixed
is a trigonometric polynomial in of order at most
. As
such, it can be accurately interpolated from any set of its samples
distinct angles [39]. Furthermore, because of
taken at
, each projection prothe relationship
[38]. Hence,
is
vides two samples in the interval
distinct view anfully determined by its values at any
, and any additional projections can be interpolated
gles in
from the projections at these view angles. Finally, recalling that
so that
, we obtain the
following.
Property 5: Number of Nonredundant Projections: The minimum number of nonredundant projections (and accordingly,
to
the sampling rate) required to accurately interpolate
within the range
is proportional
arbitrary values
to the image size .
operations,
Straightforward reprojection would require
where is a constant. However, drawing on the above properties,
we will show that the number of operations can be reduced by
subdividing the image domain into a set of smaller subimages,
computing their projections, and subsequently aggregating the
results to obtain the desired projections of the whole image. In
this two-level domain decomposition procedure, the image is
subimages of size
. The
subdivided into
is depicted in Fig. 2.
case of
In the following derivation, it will be necessary to perform
interpolations both in the angular and radial directions. To obtain the greatest speedup, these interpolations should be local,
and
terms for the angular and for the radial
involving, say,
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angular grid with
view angles. This will maintain the
as
same angular oversampling factor for the projections of
for the entire image. Hence, we have
(6)
is the appropriate factor- angular interpolation opwhere
erator. Combining (5) and (6), we finally obtain

(7)

Fig. 2.

Image and projection decomposition.

interpolations, respectively. In order to control the interpolation
error with such local interpolation, we reduce the sampling inand , respectively, from those
tervals in and by factors
required by the corresponding Nyquist rates. Thus, the algoprojections, each with up
rithm is designed to produce
samples. Indeed, with oversampling by a factor
to
, the interpolation error for a bandlimited signal decays
, for an appropriately chosen inexponentially, as
terpolator of length [40]. The amount of oversampling and
the length of interpolators used will affect the tradeoff between
computational cost and accuracy.
To derive the algorithm, we introduce the discrete-angle
, which produces projections with a conRadon transform
tinuous radial variable at view angles. We first describe how
projections,
,
to compute this set of
denote a subimage
using a two-level decomposition. Let
with a local coordinate system at its center.
of size
in the original
Assume the center occupies the point
image coordinates. It follows that the original image can be
shifted subimages
written as a sum of the

(4)

denotes the image shift operator defined earwhere
to both sides of, using the linearity Property
lier. Applying
1 and shift Property 2, we obtain

(5)

is the radial projection shift operator defined
where
is the set of
projections
in Property 2, and
, computed in its own, local coordinate
of the subimage
is
system. Now, in view of Property 5, because the size of
,
can be interpolated from the projections
of this subimage computed on a coarser

In practice, each projection, which, as argued earlier, is bandlimited with respect to the radial variable , is represented by
its uniformly sampled version with respect to . The goal of the
such samalgorithm is therefore to compute the set of
pled projections. The algorithm is then a mapping from the digital image to the sampled projections . Accordingly, applying
radial sampling to both sides of (7) we obtain

(8)

, and
where are the radially sampled versions of
denotes the discrete-to-discrete radial shift operator corre. Because the shift may be by a noninteger
sponding to
involves
multiple of the sampling interval, in general
interpolation with respect to .
Equation (8) represents the entire two-level decomposition
algorithm. The projections of each subimage are computed in
its local coordinate system on an -fold coarser angular grid,
then interpolated to the original angular grid, radially shifted,
and finally added up to produce the projections of the original
image. The equalities in (8) hold essentially—to the extent that
the out-of-band energy of the bandlimited signals can be ignored, and that exact interpolation is employed. As discussed
earlier, accurate results can be obtained using local interpolation, by using appropriate oversampling.
Next, we evaluate the computational requirements of the
proposed two-level algorithm. Each projection (with up to
samples) of the
subimage
requires
operations to compute, yielding a cost of
operations for the set
of
views.
produces
projections
Next, the -fold interpolation
samples each, at a cost of
with
operations, where
is the length of the interpolator, and is
proa constant. The radial interpolation involved in
samples each for the
projections
duces up to
, at a cost of
operations, where
in
is the length of the radial interpolator, and
a constant.
Finally, the addition of the shifted projections of each subimage
operations. The total cost of computing
requires
the projections becomes
(9)
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The asymptotically optimal1 choice of
implies that
scales only as
,
. For
as compared with the original cost of
the cost of the domain decomposition scheme becomes
as compared with
.
computational cost can be further reduced if
The
instead of the single-level domain-decomposition scheme we
adopt a multilevel procedure. If, for the sake of simplicity, we
is a power of two, the image
assume that the image size
is subdivided into four subimages of equal size as shown in
Fig. 2. This process of subdivision into smaller and smaller
subimages can be repeated recursively, until the single pixel
level is reached. Of course, at that level computation of projections becomes trivial, since projections of the pixel basis funcare (assumed to be) known analytically and only
tion
operations are needed. Computation of projections is thus
reduced to a multilevel aggregation of projections of subimages.
The proposed multilevel computational sequence can be
most easily formulated as a recursive procedure. The following
pseudo-algorithm describes the computation of sampled projections from the discrete representation of an image, :
Fast Reprojection
if size
(one pixel)
Direct Reprojection
else
for

to Number of subimages
Fast Reprojection

end for
end if

to be adjusted to maintain constant error for different . To analyze these second-order effects, let and denote the relative
interpolation errors at one level of the recursion. Then, to first
order in the relative error, the worst-case relative error accumulevels of the algorithm will be
lated in the
(12)
, and
To simplify the calculation, let
. It follows [40] that
, with
. Assuming that the total error
is
to be independent of , one obtains from (12) that a sufficient
, and hence
condition is
(13)
Substituting (13) into (11) yields this time a cost of
.
Thus, in theory, error accumulation in the multilevel algorithm may reduce the available speedup relative to the direct
. Howmethod asymptotically by a factor of up to
ever, as reported in the next section, we have not observed such
error accumulation in our numerical experiments, suggesting
that the worst-case analysis may be conservative in practice.
The actual speedup observed is close to the one predicted by
dependence.
the
Needless to say, the theoretical predictions of computational
cost do not account for details of the implementation, such as
the architecture of a particular processor used. Issues such as
memory size and bandwidth, caches, and parallel processors
come into play, and could affect the actual scaling of computation time with problem size over a wide range of .
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The notation is as in the two-level algorithm. For the consid, the number of subimages is four, and the
ered case of
amounts to doubling the number of proaction of operator
jections through interpolation.
. The cost of
Let the size of the subimage at stage be
aggregating its projections, which involves radial shifting and
views folangular interpolation of its projections to
lowed by addition is
(10)
similarly to the previous calculation. Because there are
subimages at the th level of the recursion, and there are
such levels, the total cost becomes
(11)
Thus, the computational complexity of the multilevel domain
, or for
,
decomposition algorithm is
.
it becomes
The foregoing calculation of the computational cost assumed
constant interpolator lengths and oversampling factors, independent of . Theoretically, because of accumulation of interlevels of the algorithm, these inpolation error over the
terpolator lengths (and/or the oversampling factors) would need
1This choice minimizes C , and the approximation of M by the nearest integer will be close to the optimum for sufficiently large N .

Prior to a numerical implementation of the algorithm
described in the previous section, one has to make choices
regarding the interpolation, selection of the basis function, and
the amount of oversampling. These parameters are interrelated
and they affect both the accuracy and complexity of the
algorithm. A comprehensive study of the optimal parameter
selection is beyond the scope of this paper. Choices facilitating
easy implementation are adopted in the program that we
have developed to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed
algorithm.
The basic algorithm involves two interpolation steps: angular interpolation in going from finer to coarser levels and
radial interpolation to account for the radial shift. Of all the
components of the algorithm, the issue of interpolation deserves most attention. As mentioned earlier, with appropriate
oversampling, interpolators ensuring asymptotically exponential decay of the interpolation error with the interpolator length
can be used [40]. However, for moderate image sizes and only
approximately bandlimited basis functions the asymptotic behavior may not be reached, and the tradeoffs between angular
and radial interpolator lengths, amounts of angular and radial
oversampling, total computational cost, and nature of the errors
require careful study. For the sake of simplicity, only linear interpolation is implemented in our program for both radial and
angular variables.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

N=

Fig. 3. FBP reconstructions of the Shepp–Logan head phantom for
256
from = 768 projections computed using (a) the direct algorithm and (b) the
= 3) and no angular
fast algorithm with three-fold radial oversampling (
oversampling (
= 1). With these parameters, the fast reprojection was about
22 times faster than the direct one.

P

K

K

To ensure accurate linear interpolation, the basis function
must be sufficiently smooth and some oversampling is necessary. A basis function comprising a tensor product of the cubic
B-spline [7]
(14)
is chosen for its good approximation and smoothness properties.
Recall that the cubic B-spline is given by a quadruple convolu, where
tion of unit pulses, namely,
for
and zero otherwise.
The well-known Shepp–Logan phantom2 [41], whose FBP
reconstruction is shown in Fig. 3(a), is selected for this study.
In all our experiments, we compute with the direct algorithm
uniformly spaced projections (close to the standard an[1,2,38]) in the interval
gular sampling rule
for an
image. Each projection is uniformly sampled in
the radial variable at intervals equal to pixel size . The results
presented in Figs. 3–6 and Fig. 8 for the fast algorithm are for
), and no angular overthree-fold radial oversampling (
) for all .
sampling (
In most applications, the results of reprojection are subsequently used for reconstructing an image. It is therefore
important to assess the quality of the reprojection in terms
2Note that in disctinction from the so-called “modified Shepp–Logan
phantom,” the skull in this phantom has density 100 times that of interior
features. Consequently, this phantom is considerably more challenging than
its modified version: even small artifacts in the reconstruction of the skull
propagate into the interior “brain” area, and are readily visualized on the
relatively low-contrast brain.

(b)
Fig. 4.

Blow-ups from Fig. 3: (a) direct reprojection and (b) fast reprojection.

of the quality of the image reconstructed from it. Therefore,
, images
in Fig. 3(a) and (b) we compare, for
reconstructed from projections computed using the direct and
fast algorithm, respectively. The reconstruction was performed
using the FBP algorithm with the Shepp–Logan filter [41]
and linear interpolation in the FBP, as implemented in the
iradon function of Matlab 5. For increased detail, we show
in Fig. 4 blow-up images of the region containing three small
ellipses near the bottom of the reconstructions in Fig. 3. In
both Figs. 3 and 4, the gray-level display has been truncated
(with 1.00 corresponding to the skull)
to the range
to improve viewing contrast and emphasize low-level errors.
The results obtained by direct reprojection and by the proposed
fast algorithm show little, if any, visible difference. Fast reprojection was, however, more than 20 times faster than direct
reprojection.
As yet another way to compare the accuracy of the direct
and fast reprojection algorithms, we computed the “impulse responses” or point-spread functions (PSFs) of the cascade of reprojection followed by FBP reconstruction for the two algorithms. Using the same parameters as before, except
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(a)
(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.

Impulse responses of the cascade of re-projection followed by FBP, for

N = 256. Only the central 41 2 41 pixel region shown: (a) using the direct
algorithm and (b) Using the fast algorithm with three-fold radial oversampling
(
= 3) and no angular oversampling (
= 1).

K

K

and
, we computed the projections of an object with
a single nonzero coefficient in the expansion (1), and then reconstructed the image using the FBP. The resulting “impulse
responses” are shown in Fig. 5, with slices along the two axes
compared in Fig. 6. The figures reveal nearly identical shapes
for the main lobe of the PSF’s. Fig. 5 suggests that the PSF for
the fast algorithm has more noticeable “ribs” along the two axes
away from the center, however this visual impression is qualified by Fig. 6. The ribs of the PSF’s along the axis virtually
coincide, whereas those along the axis are only slightly higher
for the fast algorithm close to the center area. The axis ribs in
Fig. 6(a) have comparable magnitude away from the center, except that they are negative for the direct reprojection, and therefore do not show as well in the meshplot Fig. 5(a) at the viewpoint chosen. As another test, we repeated the experiment with
the “impulse object” located at various positions throughout the
input image. The responses at different positions were identical
the two algorithms, confirming that both the direct and fast algorithms provide shift-invariant responses.
We conclude from these various comparisons that direct and
the proposed fast reprojection should have very similar spatial
resolution characteristics. It is interesting to note that authors of
the length-doubling fast algorithms report a degradation of the

(b)
Fig. 6. Slices along the
Fig. 5.

x and y axes through the impulse responses shown in

resolution for their fast algorithms, with the worst-case degra[26],
dation theoretically predicted to be proportional to
[33], [34].3 The proposed algorithm does not appear to suffer
such resolution degradation.
Finally, to quantify the accuracy of the fast reprojection relative to exact reprojection, we define the normalized rms error
increment in the fast reprojection

(15)

and
denote the projections computed by the prowhere
posed fast algorithm and by direct reprojection, respectively.
Here, indices and correspond to the sampled angular and radial directions, respectively. As before, it often more meaningful
3In fact, a post-processing deconvolution step is proposed in [34] in an attempt
to correct for the broadened impulse response.
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1 ( ~)

1 ()

Fig. 7. Normalized RMS errors
f and
f of the fast
reprojection and of the image reconstructed from it, respectively, versus the
. No angular oversampling was used
.
radial oversampling factor

K

K =1

1 (f~)

1 (f )

Fig. 8. Normalized RMS errors
and
of the fast
reprojection and of the image reconstructed from it, respectively, versus image
and
.
size, for

K =3

K =1

to measure the error in the FBP reconstruction from the reprojection data. Denoting the approximate inverse Radon transform
, we define the normalized error
computed by the FBP by
increment in the reconstruction due to fast reprojection by

(16)

would indicate that the fast reprojecSmall values of
tion is comparable to direct reprojection, as far as the effect on
reconstructions is concerned.
), we
Fixing all other parameters as before (including
and
for different radial oversamcalculated
. The resulting normalized errors are shown in
pling factor
Fig. 7. The improvement in both error measures with increased
,
oversampling is evident. The curves “saturate” at about
because other error sources begin to dominate. This behavior,
and the relatively small error increment due to the fast reprojection at these parameter settings motivated our choice of
and
for all other experiments. We expect that better
performance tradeoffs will be possible at reduced oversampling
factors by employing optimal interpolation schemes [40].
The computational complexity is verified by considering images of various sizes. In Fig. 8, we present normalized CPU time
for computing
uniformly samversus image size
pled projections via the direct reprojection and the fast algorithm. The fast algorithm uses linear interpolation, radial over, and no angular oversampling
sampling by a factor
) for all . The computations for both algorithms were
(
performed on the same DEC PC. The slope of the direct reprobehavior. In
jection curve corresponds to the expected
addition, the observed trend of the fast algorithm curve supports
complexity of the proposed algothe estimated
rithm. The crossover point between the two algorithms is beand
. Apparently, the overhead involved in
tween

Fig. 9. Normalized CPU times versus image size
via direct re-projection and the fast algorithm.

N for computing projections

the fast algorithm is small enough for it to be faster for
and higher.4
V. CONCLUSION
An algorithm for fast
reprojection of tomographic images via domain decomposition has been presented.
The multilevel computational sequence essentially reduces
to the aggregation of projections of larger and larger images,
starting with single pixel projections and ending with those of
the whole image. Numerical experiments have confirmed the
dependence of the computational requirements
. The spatial resolution characteristics of the
down to
new algorithm, determined by studying the PSF of its cascade
with FBP reconstruction, are very similar to those obtained

N

4However, recall that the accuracy comparison between the algorithms for
less than about 32 is not very meaningful in the case of Shepp–Logan phantom,
because for those values both the reprojections and reconstructions (using either
algorithm) are poor due to large discretization errors.
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with direct reprojection. Furthermore, FBP reconstructions of
Shepp–Logan head phantom from projections
a
computed using the new algorithm produced results visually
indistinguishable from direct reprojection, at a more than
20-fold speedup.
Further study is required, however, to optimize various parameters (including interpolation and oversampling) in the algorithm, and to compare the algorithm to other fast algorithms. Extension of the algorithm to three-dimensions will be addressed
in forthcoming publications.
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